the
shadow
a new full-length dance show about unconscious
desires

“Beautifully revealing… Unforgettably good. ★★★★”
Judith Mackrell, The Guardian (about Beauty of the Beast)
Manchester dance company Company Chameleon uses an engaging and athletic movement
vocabulary to produce inspiring & original dance theatre which is relevant to a broad audience.
The company performs over 50 shows a year which tour all over the world.
Following their highly successful productions of Beauty Of The Beast and Witness, Company
Chameleon brings its distinctive modern take on human issues into fresh territory with a new
full-length production, The Shadow.
For his first full evening length work since Beauty Of The Beast (Guardian four stars),
choreographer Anthony Missen (co-Artistic Director of Company Chameleon) is going to delve
into one of the great philosophical themes of our time, the activation of unconscious desires.
What might reveal itself if tomorrow wasn’t coming? What desires and motivations, what
aspects of personality hidden in the unconscious mind would manifest once social and religious
convention, legal constructs and inner forms of repression are no longer relevant? Missen uses
an end of the world hypothesis and Carl Jung’s model of the psyche as starting points for a
dance work of physical and psychological complexity that explores what might happen to human
behaviour if the veil of conformity, convention and the rules by which we live are stripped away.
Video projection, lighting design and new music will add to the drama of this clever and
interesting new piece of dance theatre. Embracing and celebrating emerging dance talent, The
Shadow’s cast of 12 dancers will include six local dance artists, who will be recruited
and trained specially for your performance(s).

BOOKING DETAILS
Touring

December 2019 - February 2020 and autumn 2020

Performers on stage
Number on the road
Running time

12
8 + 6 local students
70 minutes (tbc); no interval

Get in
Performing Area
Minimum technical requirements

Get in day before
10m x 10m metres
sprung or semi sprung floor with black lino
Black backdrop
Good quality sound system with CD player,
Lighting suitable for dance
Dressing rooms and showers
(full tech. spec. available)

Performance fee
Professional development element

£2500 including travel and accommodation (UK only)
Participants are third year students and recent
graduates selected by Chameleon at audition
£2000 fee including travel and accommodation
3 days + performance day full time and ideally
consecutive days

Initial research ideas (without full cast)

https://vimeo.com/292955266 Password: illusion

Contact

Sarah Trist @
Sarah Trist Dance Management Agency
+44 7757 654790
sarah@stdma.com
www.companychameleon.com
www.stdma.com

